Hercules: The Legendary Journeys is an American television series filmed in New Zealand, based on the tales of the classical Greek culture hero Heracles (Hercules was his Roman analogue). It was produced from January 16, 1995 to November 22, 1999. It ran for six seasons, producing action figures and other memorabilia as it became one of the highest rated syndicated television shows in the world at that time. It has aired on Once Channel, Sky1, five/5 and Horror. Hercules - The Legendary Journeys. 881 likes. Fictional Character. In their most recent devotion posted on the Kevin Sorbo Official Facebook Page, actor Kevin Sorbo, known for his roles in Godâ€™s Not Dead, Soul Surfer, and his earlier TV series hit shows Hercules: The Legendary Journeys and Andromeda, and his wife, act See all. Photos. In this quasi-mythological costume series, Hercules (in Greek Herakles), the noble bastard son of Zeus, hence hated to death by his step-mother Hera, doesn't live as an Olympian after accomplishing his Works and the Argonauts' journey, as classical myth has it, but relinquishes immortality and continues to fight both human and supernatural evil on earth, as a wanderer. in and beyond Greece, usually accompanied by his human sidekick Iolaus and sometimes by dodgy Salmoneus. Countless are the challenges, either especially set up by Hera or just on his way, but he always triumphs again.